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Athletes
111·ust keep
2.0 GPA
by Mary Wilson
£dttor In chief

· UCF athletes will be facing tougher
academic standards next year, "among
the toughest ill the nation" according
to Dr. Henry K~nnedy, chairman of
the University Athletic Committee.
Kennedy announced in the Sept. 16
committee meeting that President Colbourn had accepted the new standards
to be implemented in July, 1982. The
policy will require that any studentathlete whose overall GP A falls below
2.0 ineligible to compete in athletics.
The athlete will remain ineligible
until he pulls his average above 2.0.
University policy autolliatically
places any student whose overall GP A
falls below 2.0 on academic probation.
Such a student must achieve , higher
than 2.. 0 the n~xt semester to remain in
school. The new policy ·will ~tf~:i:d
players.time to devote to studying that
critical semester, according to committee members.
·

~·e. Brach/Future

Let there be light .... and there is along UC~s hike path/sidewalk.

Administration looks for class-space
h_y Mike Griffin
Future staff

Kennedy said the new standard is
more stringent than that applied ·by
other schools in the Sunshine State
The shortage of cJassroom and office
Conference, a ·conference of eight 'space at UCF is deplorable, according
schools, . including . UCF and many -to a _UCF administrator.
Dr. Frank Juge, associate vice presischools throughout the nation. The
dent for Academic Affairs, said.the adrougher academic standard may make
it rougher for coaches to compete with dition of 30 new facu.lty members has
such schools fo.r talented playets.
caused a serious shortage of available
office areas.
Bill Goldsby, athletic department
· "We're packing
them
in
business manager, explained that the
new standard would make it difficult everywhere," Juge said. He added that
to recruit students with "borderline" conference rooms . in the library have
or below 2.0 GPA from community already been converted to offices.
The search for new classroom space
colleges and high schools. While such
students can be admitted to the univer- spanned the campus. "We're looking
.at lounges, conference rooms and
sity, they will no longer be immediatestorage areas as po~sible. renovation
ly eligible to play.
-Athletes may not ·wish to attend a sites for classrooms," Juge stated.
He said the administration's goal is
university where they miss part of the
to make three renovated classrooms
season, he said. Such athletes will be
available for the Spring semester. One
forced to go to summer school to raise
their GPA's.
Goldsby said summer school would
not be possible for some low GPA
.
recruits. "In areas such as basketball, ~y Kathleen Foronda

conference room· in the new ·Student
According to Juge, the emphasis in
Union Building has been earmarked developing new. classroom and office
for classroom conversion.
.
~pace is ori new construction.
In addition, Juge said three new por"The completion of ·the new additable classrooms will be ·completed tion to the Computer Science Building ·
before the beginning of next semester. will enable us to move the computers
The portables are the second half of a out of the Humanities and Fine Arts
project begun during the summer. The Buildi~g and open that space up for
first three portable classrooms are classrooms a·n d offices," Juge stated.
.He said the project is slightly behind
_completed and currently in use.
"We a·re currently workfog on a plan schedul~ and has a mid-suinmer comto renovate the Science Auditorium pletion .date, rather .than the midand add an additiorial classroom and spring date earlier planned . .
more office space, while providing a
Other projects in the planning stage
better .environment for lectures and i~clude an addition to the library and
productions in the auditorium itself," a new engineering building.
Juge said.
Work on an addition to the library is
He added that renovation at UCF expected to begin in.mid-March. Juge
has just about reached its apex. "We said the expanded .library will feature
have reached a point where we have more study area and will add a sigr:iifilooked at virtually ·every hallway; cant number of offices.
there may be one or two spots left that
can still be renovated."
_
.Shortage, page 16

Two electron microscopes ·go unus8d

c

where the majority of players are on
scholarship, the department can't afford to send· them to another term of
school," he said. "And if they're on
scholarship, they have ttouble · p~ying
for it."
Goldsby said the provision could
possibly eliminate many black players.
He estimated that 60 out of 300
athletes were playing with GPA's
below 2.0, and that 60 percent of these
students are black.
·
Kennedy said, however, the rule
would affect only a small number of
UCF athletes. He said transcripts for
this semester indicate "a half-dozen to
a dozen" out of 250 students are playing with GPA's lower than 2.0.
Goldsby said he is worried the policy
discriminates against athletes, demanAthletes, page 16

-;____ _

Future staff

For almost l 0 years two research instruments at YCF have been out of
commission due to a lack of funding,
according to faculty sources. .
, The electron microscopes in the cql-.
lege of engineering and the biolog1cal
. sciences department are both outdated,
however faculty members say that the
microscopes are still operational and
can still be used for learning purposes.
The ,microscopes ,can magnify .objects thousands of times their normal
sizes. The original purchase priceJor
one · of the machines was approximately $48,000.
Sources contend that the only way to
activate the use of the machines is
through funding such as grants receiv-

.
ed from sources outside the university. Reynolds:.
According to Snelson, Reynolds left
According to a member of grant
coordination in the Office of· Spon- the university three years later to take
sored Research, annual maintenance a position in California. :Without the
costs for the.electrQn microscop~ in the outside fu~ds to operate, the departbiological sciences department would ment had . to discontinu~ -. using the
be about $2, 750. ·it would take $3,000 microscope.
Snelson said he was unable to find
_to get the microscope out of storage.
Dr. Franklin Snelson, chairman of out the original cost of the microscope,
the biological sciences department, · but said "operation of . the machine is
said "the problem is that there is not reaHy ex;pensive.'. . It · requires
supplies."
an adequate amount of money to go sophisticated chemicals.
·
He
cont{nued
by
sayi11g
·that
a fullaround ~he university."
The electron microscope located on ti'me . techn~cian would ·probal?ly have
the first floor of the biological science~ to be hired to tend to the.machine.
building was purchased around ' 1970 · .Snelson said the · d~pa~in~r)t ~ight '
with funds from' the research grarit ..of consi'der an auxiliary ,p rograqi . where
community hospitals w9µi~ ·be.~~le to
former faculty member Dr.' ..Do~.-,
.
Mi~r()s·c;q~~~,:.p~~':, . 16
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Vote

DAVE BARTHOLOMEW
for
Sen.ator At-Large
. Seat#3
Dave is:
·A Current Senator
-Concert Chairman for UCF .
-President of the Programming and
Acti_
vities Co~ncirot~fhe Student Cer-ter

Eleet

.Miehael Rodriguez
. · fo~ ·senate: Busi~~~
Seat 4
_,
.
Michael is involved with:
•academic peer advisor(college .
· .
.
of Business)
•President's Leadership Council
•Marketing Club
•Pi Kappa Alpha
~~tQ>~t.Q'>~~~~l

~
.

.

"Make Business Seat.Number
Swen My Business"

Vote Tom Oros
· for Sta~ent Senator·
Re-elect
Jeriny Lacefield
for Senator at-Large .
Seat4
-Chairperson of the ·Arts and Sciences
Senators
. -Pro~r~m·ming and Activities . Council,
·
Popular Entertainment Coinmittee ·
-Pi Beta Phi Sorority .

r:Jt:ta·;

. .

Jackie Benton · ~

. to Health Seat 2 ~

· Jackie is involved in: ·
-Orientaion Team
-Peer Advisement
-Ho~e~9-~i~g Comniittee
-Circl~ K VJc~ President
-Pi ~eta Phi Sorority :

.

Elect .

Jim Feuerstein
Senator at-Large Seat I
Last year as a Senator from the
College of Arts & Sc~ences, Jim supported legislation concerning the
Mini Baja, the Crew .Team; better
Campus Lighting, Business Day, and
the Future. Jim was also ·Chairman
of the Legislative, Judicial and ·R ules
Committee . .

.Student Center
Activities ·
Oct. s ·- The Mr.
Sept.26 - Tubing on
Rainbow River . Fingers Show
8 p.~. in the SCA
9a.m.
Oct. l • Western

Oct. 14 - Oktoberfest

Night
8 p.m. in the SCA

Sp.m. in the
Cafeteria

O~t.

6 - Dance Alive

B p.m. in the SCA
..
. . .

~

~~~~ For More Information

.

Call Paul ~ranzese
at 275-2~11
.·..

'

·

..
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Senate elections

4) Public Relations &nd Advertising

c·andidates for 15 student·senate seats are running without opposition rn next week's election.
.compiled by ~ennis Long·
However, seventy other candidates will face-0ff
for the remaining 30 seats.
.
.SEAT 3
4) Foreign Langua.ges
Main campus students can vote Tuesday, Sept. Steve Gould
SEAT 7
22, and Wednesday, Sept. 23, from 10 a.m. to 7 No informatiol) available
Cleve Acree
p.m. Voting booths will be set up in front of.the Eileen Samelson (")
1) 13th student senate (partial term)
Student Center snack bar. Students must show a
I) 13th student senate; former chairperson South Orlando area
2) Lambda Chi Alpha - Secretary; Political
validated UCF identification card to vote for five campus; SC lobbyist to Tallahassee
•

2) none

-At-Large seats and the seats .i? their respective 3) Freshman
colleges.
4) Advertising and Public Relations
A candidate forum will be held Monday on the Rickie Weeks
Village Green from l l a.m. to 2 p.m. Although S~A ~f4nnation available
candidates are not rectu!red to attend, Paul Mag- Tandy Bailey
nant, SG Elections Supervisor, expects most can- . 1) none
_didate~ to show up.
2) National Organization for Women-Lake County chapter Students at area branch campuses will vote chairperson of fund raising committee; delegate to state N.0.W.
Monday, Sept. 2l, and Tuesday, Sept. 22 , from convention
3) Sophomore

5:30 to 9:30 p.m.

4)

KEY
1) Student Government offices held
2) Membership in campus and community groups
3) Class standing
·
4) Major(s)
Asterick (")after candidate's name indicates incumbent.

ARTS & SCIENCES
SEAT I
Dave Kiser(') UNOPPOSED
I ) 12th and 13th senate {partial term)
2) Lambda Chi Alpha
3) Junior
. 4) Computer Science

Computer-Science

Tom Gergora (")
1) 13th student senate
no other information ava ilable
Tony Tassone
I) none
2) Pi Kappa Alpha-Scholarship Committee chairman; ·Asscic. of
Computer Machinery
3) 'Freshman
4) Computer Science

SEAT 5

Pamela Carr
I) none
2) Delta Delta Delta - Reference Chairman - former Panhellenic
representative
3) Junior
SEAT 2
4~ Computer Science
Doug Foster
Laura Hoffman
I) none
I) Ass't. Director of Public Relations
2) Association of International Students; Black Student Union
2) Society of Professional Journalists; Student Center Programand BSU senator, Political Science Union
ming and Activites Comm. - Secretaryrrreasurer anc! Chairper3) Senior
son of Public Relations Comm.; former editor ·of Future
4) History/Political Science
3) Junior
Robert Petenon ( •)
4) Journalism/Political Science
1) 13th student senate. (partial term)
SEAT6
2) Phi Mu Alpha-Secretary. and Treasurer; Kappa Kappa Psi;
Monty Knox (")
Peer Advisement; WUCF-FM Ass't. Music Director
1) 13th student senate (partial term)
3) Sophomore
.
2) none
4)Music
3) Junior
Rich West
4) Public Relations a_:id ~d ert~ing
I) none
,David Rodriquez
2) Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Circle K; 0-Team
I) 13th student senate (partial term)
3) Junior
2) Lambda Chi Alpha
4) Public Relations and Aavertis;"e:~
3) Junior

,..

SEAT 11
JaclcM: Demins
No information available

Elizabeth Perlcins
1) none
2) Futurestaff
3) Freshman
4) Journalism
Randal Weeks
No information availabel

Science/Pre-Law
Union; Judicial Conduct Boa rd member for Donn Gov't; Vice
Pr~ident ·c· Dorm
3) Senior
4) Political Science - Pre-law
. Lynn Corto
1) none
• 2) Yearbook staff
3lFreshman
4) French

SEAT 12
Kevin Dickey
1) none
2) Kappa Kappa Psi - foriner treasurer
3) Sopholl\ore
4) Political Science
Linda Gunter
I) none
2) Debate Team
3) Junior
4) Public Relations and Advertising/Political Science
Scott-Ryerson
1) none
2) Pi Kappa Alpha;· Football team
3) Sophomore
4) Forensic Science

SEATS
Jennifer Joslin (•)
• I) 13th student senate
2) Yearbook staff; Student Center Program and Activities Committee; Advertising and Public Relations Club
3) Senior
4) Advertising and Public Relations/General Education
Bonnie Leighty
No information available

SEAT 13

SEAT9

Stacey Lewis
I) none
2) none
3) Junior
.
4) Radio-TV/Public Relations and Advertising
Michael Mang)ardi
· l) none
2) Lambda Chi Alpha
3) Sophomore
4) Political Science - Pre-la.,;,,

Deborah Adams
I) none
2) none
3) F reshinan
4) Political Science - Pre-law
Judy Butle.r
I) none
2) Debate team
3) Sophmore
4) Political Science/Public Relations and Advertising
Ralph Streng)ein
I) none
2) Pi Kappa Alpha - Communiry Services Chairman
3) Freshman
4) Computer Science

AT LARGE
SEAT l
Jim Feuentein (")
1) 13th student senate; Legislative and Judicial Rules Comm.
Chairman (partial term); SG lobbyist to Tallahassee
2) Sigma Chi; Political Science - Pre-law Union
3) Junior
4) Political Science - Pre-law
Mike Scanlon .
I) 9th, 10th, 11th stude~t senate; Elections and Appointments
Committee - 10th senate
2) Omicron Delta Kappa
3) Graduate student - History
4) BA Political Science/History

SEAT IO
Michael Daigle
I) none
2)•Sigma Alpha Epsilon - Vice President
/
3) Junior
4) Criminal Justice/Public Administration
Stan Halbert
'
No information available
Brian McDoneU
1) ~dvisor to
Director of Student Servi~es
2) Lambda Chi Alpha - ritualist;. WUCF-FM staff
3) Junior

SC

Elections, page 7

NEED AUTO INSURANCE?

• "'Ill

DR ...JOHN J. HAMMERLI
OPTOMETRIST

You need to

call ..·.·
898-2454

VISION EXAMINATIONS• FRAMES .& LENSES
CONTACT LENSES

c
.
~~~.4.>····.·>·~·.·>··~·>···-·>···4·>-·4·>···4·~···4·~-·1.
~S~
10279 E. Colonial Dr. Union Park

~

273-7370

Who-couw cleanup t1ie •irtbtffer
than the person who •ug if up? No orie.

(

l

!

.a EJLEH
-CTOffm
· an ~ 1
Laur
College Of •Arts & S~1·ences

.

.I~.

~._~~--·-----------~---------~~~. ~---~

'Pizzeria """4........ Rist~raqte

Hwy. 50 JustWesf0f Alaf'tlyi]rf{

282~;~~;shopptngCe::~~>M. · ·

dRGEPiiiA
FOR

n MON.-THifl.tl:OOAllli-U:OOPM
u
j FRI. &St:r. U:OOAM-i.:tOAM
I

. -in fro:ole~::.k Bar .. .~ l;;;~oo~M:~

1tS!!-

~-=~~™>=~w1-c·=~-~·==•o>=~~~>~=w~>=~w:>~~J ~

We've Made It Possible For.You To Own A

~~-n~mL
Home~.~

••
ALLENDALE BUILDERS

Is Now Building N~w Homes From Only.847,900 (12~0 sq:; ft.+)
.
Only 5 Miles North of U .C.F.
3 Finanee ~taus A vailable/Buil«Je~· Finaneiug o~ T1:9ade
. ALLENDALE BUILDERS .
Niek Buttitta, Owner ·

Saviitgs .

Call '-':'~da_r &:Put Rent SS Into Eq~f ty "" ·a~d Tax..
..You Will Be Happy ·yo:n ~~Jled ·
· " ·. '.
Reco)llirief.I4ed ·By': · ·: ·-. .
· -..
Jer~yBoyles-State C.ei;tifjed Real .E state Instrtict~)l~
.: .. · -.. '.:"·"
,
Idea·E~~o~~.~irlh~:: .: ::··_ ··:' :· ·
·. "· : ·>.>·.·.
:Paul
Si~on-Preside~t
·9f.
TNT:-Cotp\·
'
.1.f:oc;testo,
·
c
i:l.lif.
.
. . ..
. .
. .. .
..
. ... .:.·.':
•

.... ·: .. .

.~ ..: .' : :
.

·.. . . .. . ... : ..

. . ..

:. -·--··--~---

j
I

!

•
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At A Glance·
Events
The Orlando Action Chapter of the American Business Women's Association will hold its annual flea market event Saturday at the College Park Sun
Bank parking lot, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
held to help the chapter provide scholarships to women
This event
.. students in the community.

is

••••

L.I.F.E. (Learning is for Everyone) Basic Skills program needs volunteer
tutors . This program offers Orange Cour:ity residents the opportunity to improve their reading, writing, and math skills at no cost.
·Special training workshops on Sept: 22., and 29 are scheduled for interested potential tutors. The workshop will be held at the Webster Adult
Center (901 Webster Ave., Winter Par.k) from 9 a.m . to noon, and at the
Orlando Vo-Tech Center, downtown, from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. For more information call: 859-7323.

••••

· "How to Raise Healthy Kids" is the title of Winter Park Memorial's
September 23 seminar at ·7 p.m. in the Medical Library .Building.
Features of the program include preventive medicine, how ·to recognize
illness in your child and practical home treatments.
The seminar is free to the public. However, reservations are requested
and can be made by calling: 646-7015 .

••••
- - - 5-P ECIAL--Show Your Student l.D. _
And Receive A 10% Discount
On All Services
Mon.-Wed.

Mr. Patrick J. Knipe, managing partner with the local CPA firm of Colley, Trumbower & Howell, will speak about "Career Opp~rtunities with
Local CPA firms" before the Student . Accounting Society on Accounting
Society on Sept. 24, at noon, in ED 125. Those interested are invited to at.
tepd.
·• •••
Chee·rleading Tryouts for alternate Varsity Squad members will be held
Sept. 30. A clinic will begin Sept. 21 for all interested contestants. For
more information and sign up call: 275-2205.

•••••

(Not-to be used with other discounts)

--

Complete Hairstyling For Men and Women
.

-

PdJ<fl

Command Performanee
HOURS
M-F10to9
Sat. 9 to8
Sun. 12:30 to 5

Winter Park Mall
534 N. Orlando Ave.
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
628-8936

.The United Effort Volunteer Association and the office of-Operation Student Concern at Valencia Community College are holding the 10th annual
Community Volunteer Service Fair on Wednesday, Sept. 23 from 8:30 a.m.
to 2 p.m. The fair will be held at Valencia's West Campus, 1800 S.
Kirkman Road
The fair helps social ~ervice agencies recruit volunteers, provides stUdents
a learning experience outside the classroom and gives information about
programs and services offered in the community.

~···

' Football tickets will be on sale each week a home game is played. For
more information call the University Ticket agency X-2625 .
. Student tickets are $3, nonstudents, $4 .
Tickets can be bought at the Kiosk on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays·
from 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m., and at the Knight's Den on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 12 to 2 p.m.
They are also available everyday in the Administration Building Room
146 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

••••
The UCF Alumni Association is sponsoring a post-game party on Saturday
. at Townsend's Fish House and Tavern, Michigan Avenue, on-half block
from West Orange Avenue. Drinks will be at happy hour prices from 10 to
l.2p.m.
·

·People
Gary L. Staples 34, of 438 Bonifay Ave., Orlando, died Aug. 27 of
Cancer. Staples was an engineering student .

••••

P6op/6 who want to
work with the Best!
The hottest business opportunity under
the sun Is here In Orlando! People just
like you have already made $936.00 In
One Day (the current record ls $2600.00
·
In One Week}. ·
'
.

INTERESTED?!
Give us a call.right now . . .

305• 644-4121

Dr. Brian Rungeling has taken over as ,chairm~n of UCF's economics .
department.
.
Rungeling is a 1959 graduate of the University of Florida and earned his
doc~orate at t~~ Uni~ersity of Kentucky. He joined the UCF College of
Business Admm1stratlon faculty in 1979.

-Update
UCF will have a new phone system installed by Dec. 18, according to Bill
Morris of the office of Operations Analysis.
Morris said the university will own all the wires on campus--in the
buildings, underground-"just like Disney owns their system." However,
when a call is made from off campus, the system will connect with the
Southern Bell trunk ; he said.
"What we want~d was a good service we could do cheaper," said Morris.
He estimated the phone bill would be about $483,000 over a 10-year
period.

••••

Hot Line Orlando•24 hrs. per day
National Headquarters

GEM SYSTEMS, Inc.

··· ..

·.

UCF's department of music has been granted associate membership in
the National Association of Schools of Music.
The award is granted for five years, then the department will ·be reviewed
and considered for full membership status.
U d t
·
·
p a e, page 6
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CRIME
What's causing the increasing phenomenon?
•

by Kathleen Foronda
Future 1taff ·

.

It happened on the ·afternoon of Jime
20. in the Black Hammock area, just
outside of Oviedo. Both · vyere UCF
students. Both were 25 years old.
Seminole Count}r Sheriff's Department officers found Regina Langlais
lying on her living room couch with a
gunshot wound in her head.
Her husband, Donald·, was indicted
on a charge of second-degree murder
and is now awaiting his trial.
If he is convicted of the charge, his
wife will becopie another statistic in
the rising rate of violent crimes in this
country. For now, hers is recorded as
· a violent death.
.
According to the 1980 Crime in
Florida report, crimes in metropolitan
areas have increased 24.1 percent.
Crimes in rural areas increased 14.3
percent.
A violent crime occurs every 5.6
minutes and there is a crime committed every 39 seconds, according to the
report.
What breeds violence? . Does
violence breed violence?
UCF
psychology professor Margaret
Thomas says she thinks that violence is
learned.
For almost 10 years, Thomas has
been studying the effects of television
on children's behavior, and said she
concludes that "watching aggressive
television shows· tends to make them

I

behave more aggressively." However,
·she said that no research has come. out
that could help to recognize a violent
· individual before an actual act is committed. "Whether a pers~n reacts
~iolently is hard to predict in any one
individual," she said.
In the April · issue of Science

1980 CRIME lttFLORIDA A
~
~ lJ
~ ~::i

·

I

.

.,~'
4'

~qj ~

·

'V

269,466
Brevard
1,574,285
Dade
467,664
Orange
49, 103
Osceola
Seminole .177,779 ·

16
515

108
1,054

351
15,652

1,109
12,970

5,508
51,629

57
3

445

1,563

28

68

3,888
249

16,052
1,583

8

55

213

520

4,534

magazine, one article reported the WE CARE coordinator.
Secret Service's difficulty in identifyShe said she believes that if offenders
,ing likely assassins:
of violent crimes had first called the
"It is well known that the best--and center chances are that a violent crime
perhaps only-predictor of violence on would not have happened.
the part of an individual is p'ast acts of
"People who do violent crimes are·
violence."
hurting inside.
They are angry,"
An organization that often deals
Anderson said. She said that some· of
with violent individuals · is WE CARE
these people's needs weren't satisfied
Inc. of Orlando.
.
'
when they were infants" or they have
Volunteers man phones 24 hours a
fallen into a pattern of committing
day and talk to people calling for help.
negative acts to gain attention.
by Kathleen Foronda
Future staff

UCFclass
studies
•
crime

Some callers are suicidal, some are
Anderson has been with WE CARE
child abusers, some are spous~ abusers. since 1965 and has found ·that the
· Many are referred to organizations more educated person finds it hard to
that can help them with their pro- ask for help. "You can't make it a
general rule, but they know they're
blems.
"We relieve the pressures that build professionals and think that they are
up inside; a lot of people are walking supposed to be able to solve their own
time bombs," said Kathy Anderson, problems." she said.

Knowing the characteristics of a
crime could prevent people from being victims, according to a UCF
criminology instructor.
Richard Korstad teaches . the
Crime in America course required
by all criminal justice majors. ,
"Crime in America may be THE
major issue in this decade," said
Korstad.
Students in the class study the differences between crimes st.ch as '
organized crime and white collar
crime. .He said some student.s enter
the class _with misconceptions.
For . instance, Korstad said that
many people don't know what a

violent crime is or what crimes fall
.into the violent crime category .
"A violent crime is one in which a
victim is present and force or the
threat of force is used against th~
victim," he said.
There are four specific violent
crimes: murder, rape, aggravated
assault and robbery. Handguns are
the most widely used weapons; "a
cutting instrument" ranks second.
His classes analyze . national
statisti~s as reported in the FBI
publication "Crime in the United
States."
Korstad said that in the most recent publication of the text (1979),
UCF had only one reported violent
crime, aggravat~d assault.
The difference between reported

I

••I
I
I
I

I

11,125
890
85,753 14,59(
2,392
24,349
2,547

163

7,090.7
ll,571.2
10,423.3
9,451.6

6,854

500

7,13~ . 7

Anderson sai_d that "of the people she
has come in contact with, most of the
violent individuals have a drinking
problem.
"A lot of guy~ who come here who
beat their wi,ves are labeled as abusers,
batterers. If we accept them as human
beings in a crisis, they ~ill respond to
treatment."
Still, there is no catch-all statement
as to why the violence continues.
Crim.e, page 12

crimes and the actual number of
c-rimes committed each year is one
aspect of some misleading crime
reports that Korstad said he hopes
students will heed.
"In the past, orily a ·small percentage of rapes are actually reported,"
he said.
·
Another issue discussed is that the
United States has no .federal
criminal code. Every state defines
its own set of crimes.
He said. a rape in Florida is defin~d as a sexu~l assault against a male
or female, but according to the FBI,
a rape is carnal knowledge against a
female.
It is not known why the Southeast
leads the United States in violent
Class, page 12

VISION Sl;RVICES
Get a New Look, Put Your Glasses Away!!

Professionally Fit Soft Contact Lenses
fWITH A~ $85j

I Includes Complete Eye Exam and Follow-up Car·e for 3 months
I
Eye~xam
I
I
·WITH AD $25 j
I
I pr. S.I:.. Kaufman FASHION SQUARE MALL 894-2013
I
I
~eekdays, . Evenings & Saturdays

I

•

I

(.Adjacent to Pearle Vision Cent~r)

I
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Norman the Armadillo
You 6u'fS 'fl~"'T oSSWR\-rt / F•NE//
SOT 1\-\eiE ARe Sl66f R 11-\u~G.S.
1~ 5Tofl.e rot. wAN¥-eR ~ e~5et..oR., A':. 1't...L BE ~o\IJN, ~~~e..R
Tu~ · C.1.>l6 t..\'L. S.Cl\)IR~£1./

More than $5 million· was granted
for UCF research in industry,
medicine, and other areas.
Dr. Louis Trefonas, vice president
for research noted: , " ..'.they (tpe
programs) have also provided the
wherewithal that h!'ls permitted faculty
and students to become involved in
res~arch and public servi<?e that is the
life's blood of teaching."

Registry program
sends out resumes
via computer service

Contests to help non-profit groups
The run for Threshold

be played the ·evening of Oc~ . 3 run ..
.

This year's "Run for the Kids" to
benefit Threshold, Inc. will be Oct. 3
at.UCF.
The entry fee is $6 if paid by Sept. 26
or $ 7 on the day of the race.
Registration forms are available. at the
Track Shack of Orla-ndo, The Foot
Locker in Winter Park Mall, First
Bankers qf Orange County in
Goldenr~d on University Boulevard
and at Threshold, Inc., P.O. Box 134,
Goldenrod, FL 32733-.
The race is. sponsored annually to
help t.he non-profit residential treatment program for sev~rely dysfunctional children: Prizes this yea~ are
sure to induce runners:
The firs.t 500 people to register for
the event will receive free tickets to the
UCF vs. Miles College fortball game to

.

All contestants will receive T-shirts,
said
Dr. 'Dick
Tucker,
UCF
psychologist who is. coordinating the
event. The day's activities will consist
of a 5,000 meter race, a one-mile Fun
Run, and a quarter-mile Kiddie Run.
The 5,000 met~r race will be the first
in the Track ShackGrand Pri~ series.
· Refreshments and the use of UCF
lo'cker rooms, showers and swimming
pool wi1l be availabl'e. The top three
male and female runners in the 5,000
meter race and the top three runners in
all age qivisions will receive awards.

Reeling in for Muscular Uystrophy
A one-day "draw" bass tournament
will be held on Sept. 27 to help the
Muscular Dystrophy Association.

The grand prize~ is a Ranger Model
320, powered by a 90 horsepower
Mercury and a Mercury Outboard,
The Career Placement Registry
c0rriplete with a· custom Roadmaster
.
program
can put a student's resume in
Trailer.
·
the
hands
of over 10 ,000 employers
Second place prize is a Mariner 30
both here and abroad. ·
horsepower and a Mariner electric.
ff gives students the opportunity to
The Big ·Bass award will be a 15-foot
custom built Ramlin Trailer. There record their personal and academic
will be a special prize for . the smallest credentials in an international directlegal size bass weighed in. Free beer access data base. Potential employers
can search the on-line system for emwill be provided.
The tournament i~ being sponsored ployee criteria such as co.liege, degree,
by . Zayre Discount Stores and the major/minor and grades. More than
1,200 college and university campuses
Florida Jaycees.
across
the coun.tr.y are implementing
The entry fee is $50. Proceeds supthe
new
service.
port
the· Muscular
Dystrophy
For
$8
every six months students
Association's clinics and patient servimay
enter
the
CPR data base.
ces, such as orthopedic appliances and
Students
can
obtain a CPR data
summer camps, all of which are
provided at no cost.
form at the campus job placement cen- ·
For futher information contact Ron ter.
-.......-.-----~-----...,,,.
Henderson at: 299-3B l0.
1

·M ARKETP"ACE
~elpwanted

for sale
1977 Gl'lnd Prix SJ, T-top & 111 options. Must sell
• 1llow1nce cut-off or best offer over $2469.50.
C1ll Terri, 282-0700.
.

Save expenses' • drive wheelchair student from
Daytona Bch. Mon, Wed., & .Fri. Van with lift. Call
253-7090.

Are·you having budget problems and looking for a
way to earn money while attending college? If so,
then here is an opportunity for you. Pleasant
work, advanc.ement, and full or part-time
1974 Austin Marini 4 cylinder/30+ MPG. Very available. Start solving those budget problems
good condition. $1,100~ 349-5571 or ~9-5740. . today. Call 671-5539.

SOFA-BED, C11tro-Convertible. Queen size/brown,
like new, $408. STEREO, Yamahl CW620 • 2 Bose
speakers, $900. M1rti Lyons, 2811or365-6874.

Tl59 with exka -module; 2. y~ars old, good co~
dition. $120 or best offer. Call 886-2828 M-F 6-8
PM, ask for Bob.
1980 .CAMARO Z-28, T·tops,-air cond., 350,
4- speed, 862-7299.
SURPLUS-· lfr::~, CARS, TRUCKS. Car-inv. value
$2143 sold for $100. For information· on pur-,
chasing similar blrpins, Clll 602-941-8014 Ext •.
8587. Phone call refundable.
3 mobile ~~es • 1982's,-brind new, never lieen
lived in.
14x54, 2-bdrm 1-bath, $8,000
14x56, 2-bdrm. 2-blth, $8,200
•4x70, 3-bdrm. 2-bath, $11,000
Call JUln It 365-S7ot.

War Game project seeks person with ISD
background and USMC or Army combat experience. Brir!I resume to Mary A. Johnston, ADM 243,
as.soon as possible.

fQr rent

wanted

2-bdrm. house w/ den,. cent. heat & air, 15 min. Need people who want to learn how to draw.
from UCF. $300/month. lst & last. Call Dr. Ben- Everyone welcome. No fee. 273-5018.
nett, 671-9321.

273-5610
UNIVERSITY VILLAS
·Furnished & Unfurnished $235-$260
2 Pools, Tennis Courts

On-site bus s~c: to UCF & Colonial Mall
~pen

7 Days

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2223
Free Pap smear and breast exam
Call for appointment-Counseling for men
BElA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Oir.
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information,
pregnancy tests and counseling, VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
""609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
898-0921

New townhouse, walking dlstince from UCF.
Resumes wanted for possible future part-time or . Designed · for professionals and families. 2·full-time employment opportunities on contracts bedroom, l ~-bath, garage, patio, refrigerator,
and . grants. Interested parties· should have range, dishwasher, disposal, hook·up for washer
background and specific experience in one or and dryer. Absolutely beautiful! $395. The Realty
more of the following: instructional systems Store, Realtors, 671-1938.
design, graphics, technlCll writing, SOFTWARE
Gay Social Services of Central Florida offering
models, gaming and simulation, engineering,
.,_egal and medical referral, counseling, hot line
human factors, aviation, optics, or military elec·
with trained members & special activities. For intronics. Bring resume to Mary A. Johnston, ADM
formation call 843-2750.
243.
EXPERT TYPING: 22 yrs. exp. Full time. Term
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction ABORTION SE~VICES, FREE PREGNANCY TEST~
Data entry stersonnel position available. Part or - of spelling, grammar, ·punc. .nd editing included. LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy, confidenfull-time. Winter Garden.area. Prior experience on Reasonable. Call Bea 678-1386.
. ;tiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725
'N. Magnolia Avenue. Available by phone 24 hour5
APPLE II computers, secretarial skills helpful.
- - - Brief resume with response. Reply to: Ford Avalon Excellence in TYPING helps the appearance and a.day: 422-0606; or toll free l (800) 432-8517.
Grove, P.O. Box 534, Winter Garden, FL, 32787.
the grade! Term papers, Thesis, Dissertations.
Materials supplied & editing available. Work done ·m;~~W~~~~~~~~~~w;;~l
Good flexibie job for depenclible -students for on IBM Sel.11-1 mi. from campus. Call Mirti 365custom cleaning service. Must have Cir & phone. 6874 before 7:30 AM or after 5:38 PM.
$3.5014.25 per hr. Call 671-7463 for interview.
· .....:...:... - - Typing specia,ist for students & professors. IBM
High pay, excellent working conditions. Yep, & Turabian style. Nancy • 851-4489.
that's what we all_want. Until then, we're working Typing service available, 11 years experience.
for the Future, UCF's most provocative student
newspaper. Won't you join u.s? We have ·many ~l~se to UCF. Call D~~e~!.5-6257.
positions available for people who can really Professional typing. Accuracy and neatness will be
write. Call 2~5-2601.
hard to- beat. 20 years' experience rncluding
dissertations, master's papers, term papers, etc. I
Free roam & % of gross to managenew 8-unit IBM typewriter, paper supplied. Close to campus.
motel in Oviedo. Two or more responsible studen- Call Judy, 677-1902 or 275-2351.
I
ts. Call 365-3648.
.
Sten+Type
TYPING-WORD PROCESSING
Dissertation • Theses
851-5252

'•-----.t-y_p_l....S-t_S______

----------------J.fQOmma t .P.8'

Fun fem1le room-mate w1nted. Completely fur·
nlshed one bedroom, H1ystlcks Elst. Contlct
.cec1Lester,3450 Siddle Blvd. 189.
Female needed to share 2-bdrm. 2-full blth apt.
·$220/mo., includes all util. & IJ'OC. AYlilable Nov.
l, possibly before. Call Lisa, 277-3879 after 6 PM
or weekends.
·
One furnished bedroom with full bath &. private
entnnce. Elsy access to UCF. Swimming pool &
priY1te phone already lnstllled, available to you.
S30 I week payable by the month. Call Barban or
Randy, 678-~2.
'ORLANDO- Shire house, non-smoker, no pets, in
Colonlaltown aru, ne1r bus lines & shopping.
894-2336 eYes and weekends.
·
Female roommate to share housing expense.
Prefer serious student. Pet OK. 10 miles from
UCF. $100/mo. & ~ utll. Ph. after 6:00 PM, 2759728.
Room for rent (temponry) Sept. ·15 • Jan. 10.
Oviedo ·area. Uve-in sitU1tion. Call 365-5796 in
AM (keep trying any hour). $70/month.

·- lo.s t & found

LOST • light blue parakeet with a white head in
vicinity of Khiyyam Ave. Very trained and much iMPROVE YOUR GRADES, FAST ACCURATE I
missed. If found please Clll 282·5600.
TYPING, REASONABLE RATE$! 10% DISCOUNT
WITH AD. Paper supplied, editing if requested.
exp., full-time. Kat~y's Typing Service. 568-2969.

.personal ·.·.
MURPH & BIG GUY: SILKY & LULU really enjoyed
Friday night! Hope to do it again rfal soon!!

TYPING • Anything & everything. Very reasonable.
Call Holli. 677-5983 or 678-7371.
Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist, 16 yrs. experience at low rates; e1ll DAY or EVENINGS 6784360.
.

PHYSICIAN MA AGF.O
ESTABLISHF.El 1973
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Elections - - - - from page 3

4J Finance
Kathleen Johruon <"l
•
Jenny Lacefield{°)
1) 13th student senate; Organization and Finan'ce Comm.
1) 13th student senate (partial term)
Chairperson (partial term)
Jttri Goldberg(•) UNOPPOSED
2) Pi Beta Phi; Student Center Program a!1d Activities Commit2) Yearbook Editor; Marketing Club; Finance Club; Circle K;
1) 13th student senate (partial lerm)
tee
Student Center Program and Activities Comm.; College
2) Panhellenic - President; Pi Beta Phi; Circle l( Club .
3) Sophomore
Republicans; Alpha Chi Omega-pledge
Treasurer; Student Center Program and Activities.Comm.; Youth
4) Political Science - Pre-law
3 Freshman
Programs, Inc. - volunteer
SEA 5
4 Marketing

SEAT 2

f

3) Junior
4) Allied Legal Services

Mike Meeina

.

Teresa Smith
1) Student-At Large to Clubs and Organizations Comm.
SEAT 3
I) none
2J Black Student Union ·
2) Lambda Chi Alphadnter Fraternity Council-Athletic Chair3) Senior
Dave Bartholomew (•)
man
·
I
)
Co
Co
h
4)
Bu.tjm~~ Administration
I) 13t h student senate (part1a term ;
ncert
mm. C air3) Sophomore
SEAT
man
4) General Studies
2) Student Center Program and Activities Comm. - President; Matt Weber
' Nancy Stirling(•)
.

2

Concert Comm. Chairman; Dave Mason Concert Comm. ChairI) IJth student senate (partial term); Vice Chairman Activities
man
and Seivices Fee Committee; Voted Outstanding Senator of 13th
3) Senior
. student senate

4 l Political Science· Pre-law

!) 13th stud~t senate; Business caucus Chairman

21Tau Beta Sigma; Marching Band ·
3) Managrment

4> Junior
Madi Donalcbon
cil; Board of Publications; WUCF-FM staff; Former Debate Michael Tierney
I) 10th, I Ith. 13th student senate (partial term); Services Team
1) none
. 31 Junior
.
·
2) none
Comm. Chairman - 10th
2) Lambda Chi Alpha • Vice President ('78l • Treasurer ('77)
41 Political Science-Pre-law/Communication Radio-TV
3) Freshman
3) Sophomore
4) Accounting
4) Secondary Education/Accounting
SEAT 3
E~4 ·
m~I
Tom Johnlton
Terri Bartling
I) none
Pat Corndius
I) none
I) none
2) none
2) Delta Delta Delta; Marketing Club
2) AFROTC Angel Flight; 'A' Dorm Council; Crew team;
3) Junior
Finance C1ub; 'Amold Air Society; Dancing Knights
3) Sophomore
4) Management
3) Junior
4) Accounting
Michelle Latour

2J UCF Jaycees-acting President· President's Leadership Coun-

BUSINESS

THE HAIR SHOP
Precision Style Cut $ 7 .00

Meleah Renfro
1) none at UCF; Honor Court Jwtice and Traffic Court at
Univ. 0£ Fla.-Gainesville
2) Student Accounting Society-pledge; Chi Omega (UFJ
3) Senior
4) Accounting

SEAT4
Jeff Adair
I) none
2)Lambda Chi Alpha-pledge; Red Cross Volunteer
3) Freshman
4) Management
Michael Rodriquez
1) none
2) Pi Kappa Alpha-former chairman of Rush Comm., Scholarship Comm.. and Fundralsing Comm.; President's Leadership.
Council; Academic Peer · Advisement; Marketing Club; Cystic
Fibrosis-Longwood Chainnan
3) Junior
4) Marketing

SEAT 5
Mark Bridwell (•) UNOPPOSED
1) 13th student senate (partial term); SG Fiscal Ass't
2) Beta Gamma Sigma; Phi Delta Theta-pledge; Student Center

Program and Activities Comm.; Yearbook staff
3) Senior
4) Finance

Elect!ons, page 19

U.C.F.··STUDENTS
Are Always Welcome At

Full Service Salon

Walk-Ins ·Welcome
10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
UNION PARK

1) none
.
2)Former treasurer 'A' Donn
3) Sophomore
4) Accounting

THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
OF OVIEDO

282-1700

Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til ·s.

5.MILESN. OFUa'QN ALAFAYA TR.
AT TiIE TRAFFIC llGHf ·

WORSHIP ~:3.0 & 11:00 a_.m. & 7:00 p.m. ·
BIBLE STlJDY 9:45 a.m. -c.T. 6':00. p.m.
. William R. Marr, D. Min.~ Fastor
Stan Tillman, Minister'of Youth & Education
Call For Car Pool Ride
With One .of Our Students

365-3484

ANNOUNCING FOR

electronic engineering
and

University of Central.Florida

computer science
graduates

SCHLITZ COLLEGE REP

Russ Doerk
LET YOUR SCHLITZ COLLEGE.REP BE YOUR-CAMPUS
CONTACT FOR PARTY PLANNING AND FOR SPECIAL
PROGRAMSTHROUGHOUTTHESCHOOLYEA~ ·

FOR INFORMATION CALL: 277-5543.·
JOS. SCHLITZ BREWING COMPANY, Brewers of:

Talk1b
c.7lfotorola S
Corporate
RecrUiter
About Our
Software
Engineering
Development
· Program
Campus ·interviews September 28th

•

ERLANGER

@.

MOTOROLA. INC• .

("1u,,11 r ,,SyJ

BEER

.. '

© 1980 JOS. SCHLITZ BREWING CO .. MILWAUKEE. WIS. AND OTHER GREAT CITIES

An Equal _Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

~~ge8;
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Start the year right. Take Command of your future, your life,
and your money. The first two are up ·to you, but ComBanks
can help With the third ... your money.
Combanks' Command 24 card puts you in command of your
money 24 hours a day, seven days a week. You can make a
deposit or withdrawal at any convenient ComBank location.
You can even verify your checking account balance.
Com[:danks is a full service bank that can help you with your
., fiif~ncial needs. Checking ·and Savings·accounts. Loans.
. §afe·:·Deposit boxes. And~more. Visit your nearby ComBank
.,·:,· ,':,::·_.focation today. Isn't it time for you to take command?

West of
dministration Building,
adjacent to the
parking lot.

Corri
Bank
0

Member FDIC
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Belushi Acts!
by Le'e Elliott

'

EP.tert.lnment Ecltor

Few films are good enough. to warrant a blanket commmendation.
" Conti n en ta l D iv id e " is o'n e .
"Divide" is very reminiscent of '30s serio-comic romances; a strong, independent female matches wits with a confident, soft-living male.
John Belushi plays Ernie Souchak, a gritty, determined Chicago columnist on
assignment to a remote peak in the Wyoming Rockies.
Belushi's first real romantic lead (no, the seductive blimpoid Jake Blues doesn't
count) is the most fortunate bit of casting-against-type since Bogart sauntered
onscreen in "Casablanca."
Blair Brown ("Altered States") plays Dr. Nell Palmer, a misanthropic "eagle
freak" living alone and loving it. Together, they court and spark (mostly spark)
like Gable and Colbert in ."It Happened One Night"
Belushi has the task of inter.viewing thi.s elusive ornithologist. Naturally, she
refuses, he pursues, and they both succumb. Thanks to judicious editing, we are
spared some corny hand-in-hand romps. That he has his desk littered with photos
of her is sufficient to get the message across.
Belushi is stunning in what is for him a very low-key, thoughtful performance.
This is not the Killer Bee lampooning the John Denver mentality. You believe his
love of Brown and his city.
Brown is ~lightly annoying at first, in her self-righteous fervor to observe and
protect the last thousand eagles in the country. In the film's only clinker line, she
drags Belushi to a mountaintop and says, "I want to show you the oldest church
in the country." He, and presumably . w~, are supposed to be swept away by the

Brown and Belushi: good lovin'.

grandeur of it all. It is nice, .but the shots of eagles during their mid-air mating
ritual are more impressive.
The writing is deft, quick, and precise. The film is funny, a near-barra~e of
humor without that frenetic Neil Simon nudge-nudge-wink:-wink hilarity.
How could a film this light and tender walk the fine line between cloying sentimentality and slapstick? It's a tribute to the direction, script, casting and
writing that the audience doesn't really care what makes it work. This is a
pal a t~ble love story, _a · low-key co~edy, and one hell of a·__ fi!le film.
Most films have highs and lows, .but "Divide" .is a rare bird in that every
minute of it is delightfuL

Tattooed Stones, Thomas Alone
by Paul Gerardi
future staff

Michael Liguori mixes it up.

· Mike Brach/Future

Michael's molto bene (very good)
by Mark Schledomtuture staff

Pizza Hut is hurting. UCF confinees
now have the opportunity to sample
genuine Italian cuisine just a short
distance from campus.
Michael's Italian Restaurant & Pizza,
located .. approximately one-half mile
east of Alafaya Trail on Highway 50,
offers possibly the best Italian entrees
in all Orlando.
Ziti with meatballs, ravioli with meat
sauce and calzone were among dishes
'sampled. .
Calzone is comparable to pizza turned inside out and stuffed with ricotta
and moz·zarella cheeses (also
meaf available with fa vorite pizza topings).
Unlike many area Italian
restaurants, Michael's uses genuine
cheeses with no cheese food fillers. The
homemade crusts are baked to perfection without a trace of oily residue.
The result is a crisp shell housing a
wonderfully soft warm bread.
The gourmet cheeses extend to the
l_..aked ravioli making this common
meal a culinary delight. In addition,
the meat sauce contains bits of shredd-

Since the Rolling Stones first appeared on the music scene in 1963, the
group has gone in many m_usical directions. From sparse Rhythm and Blues
to the mystic trappings of "Their
Satanic-Majesties Request." But recent
Stone's albums have shown a lack of
imagination and drive, relying more
on technology than talent.
The Stones built their dynasty using
driving Rhythm and Blues influenced
music as a foundation. But in recent
years the foundation has started to
crumble. "Tattoo You" affords a new
cornerstone.
The album contains two types of
music-hard-driving Rock & Roll, and
ballads.
Interestingly enough, . the
album is segregated with all the. Rock
& Roll on the first side and alf of the

ballads on the ·second.
.
·side one is uptempo and very bluesy,
with the exception of the singles "Start
Me Up" and "Neighbors." The blues
influence is accentuated by the use of
some added instruments; tenor sax,
organ and harmonica. The tunes are
strong mainly because the instrument
riffs all weave in and around ea~h
other without getting in the way. The
cuts to look- for on side one are .. Start
Me Up," .. Slave," and "Black
Limousine."
Side two offers a fuller more mellow
'sound, again more hea~ily R & ·B in·fluenced than recent Stones' efforts.
The side kicks off with "Worried
About You," a song about lost love
which co:rhes complete with Jagger's
Motown-style
vocal and a · tambourine.
The second side of the album emphasizes Jagger's voice more than side

LP, page 10

ed beef as well as the usual ground
chuck.
Oth~r dishes include Veal Parmigiana, Eggplant Parmigiana,
Lithographs by Ken Kerslake are on
Shrimp Marinara, Chicken Caccia.tore, tr~ditional and Sicilian pizza display in "Private Landscapes," FA
305. Mon.-Fri. 9-4 p.m.
and a number of sandwiches.
M•• Brach/Future
F~r those who prefer American dining, Michael's also offers Delmonico
steaks and hamburgers. ,
Prices· range from $1 .95 for a pepper
and egg sub to $7.95 for Shrimp
Marinara.
Owner Michael Liguori, a native
Italian, is new to the Orlando area. He
has been creating continental cuisine
since moving to America from Naples
12 years ago.
The casual family-operated atmosphere provides a setting complementary to the food.
Michael's is open from 11 a.m. to 11
p.m. seven d~ys a week and take-out
service is available. The restaurant has
been open for two· weeks and will not
receive its liquor license until the first
· of October.

Mlk• Brach/Future-

-

Above:
"The Journals
of
Voyageur." Left: 'The Journals of
Voyageur: Arrival at Ozymandias."

UCF students receive a 10 percent
discount with a university I.D.

·.
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one which · emphasizes vocals and
guitar equally. The tunes to watch for
on side two are "Worried About You,'
"Heaven," and "Waiting ·For a
Friend."
The Rolling Stones are·· back to
·basics. The guitar riffs, the addition of
tenor sax,. organ and harmonica and
indicate a
the tempo of the tunes
renewed in~erest in the group's R & B
_Joots._
(Paul Gerardi is Music Director at
WUCF-FM.) .. .

all

Mickey Thomas "Alive Alone"
by Mark Schledo~

18, 19 81

Book review

.'Everything We Had'
.by Mary. Wilson
Editor-In-Chief

My

mother told my brother, "Leave Steve alone,
he's not the same anymore.'' This was.after my first
tour In 'Nam. ·
.
,It seems like a whole block of my life that I can't ac:
count for, and I want to find that block because I
know It's Important... But the people I know say,
"Steve, forget It. It's over."
People.want me to bury It. I can't bury It.
Stephen Klinkhammer
Navy .Hospital Corpsman

tuhnatatf

·
For the past five or six years, Jefferh
. h
led f ..
son. kstarsh ip
or 1ess t an·
. as sett
SI 1c voca 11sts.
.h
l' · ·
S dd
~. en1Y· t ese · voca ist~ are a 11
wor mg on solo efforts. Recent at~
and Marty
htempts f from
. d Gracie
.
bl
N Balin
.,
1e m.isera Y·
a.vek aThi
ow . its
M1c ey omas turn.
"Al·
Al
.. ll · Th
a ows . oma~ to
.dump ive
the .u ltone
a
r -po l'IS hed h ard. roek.mg
Muzak of recent Starship and enter the
lightweight realm where he belongs.
· Two of the c'uts on th!s album might
·be sure-fire Top:-40 hits. The. opening
song, "She's Got You Runningff is a
catchy number in the vein of Rick Springfield. Also "You're Good With
Your Love" allows Thomas to return
.
. "Foo led Aroun d an d F ell m
t o hIS
,, tyl
. h h
· ·f El .
Love s e as w en e sang or vm
B. h
is 0P~ .
. .
There is no ongmal material on .the
album and the so~g selection could
have been better. The cover of Clapton
and Harrison's "Badge" is nauseating.
On the whole, "Alive Alone" is pretty forgetabl~.

The war which was not a war left 57,661 Americans
dead and a nation of civilians and veterans asking why.
Wh'l
'
·
l'1sts or po1·1t1c1ans
· ·
f or ·
i e many
turne d to JOUrna
·
·
· answers, few turned to the men who fought the war.
Writer Al Santoli was one of those few.
In 196.8 Santoli was an 18-year-old inf antrymari in the
·
In 1979 h e was a vet trave l.mg across the
T et off ens1ve.
country talking to other Yets about ,thei ~ experiences and.
.
.
· V"1et Nam. 0anto
~
l'I · comp1·1ed
impressions
of t he war m
th ese accounts verb atlm
· mto
·
h'is b ook "Everyth'mg we
d. .
. ·
.
.
Ha . An O~a 1 Hi~to:y of the Viet Nam.~ar, by Thirtythree Amencan Soldiers Who Fought It.
Stephe~ was one. of the 33 whose tales ~re presented in
rough~y .chronological orde~- -fr~m. the nse of John Kennedy m 6~ to the fall of S~1gon i~ 75.
In some mstances the vet s story is a testament to human
dignity .and ingenuity. Admiral William Lawrence- once
tc;>rtured as a PO~ and now superi~tenden~ of. the U.S.
Naval Academy.
. figured compound mterest
. m .h1s. head to
stay sane man isolated cell. He commumcated with other
·
·
her ce l-ls by scrapmg
· a broom across t he wet
pnsoners
mot
stone floor.
In some instances, the vet's story is ah account of human
degreda ti0 n:

ac~oss the courtyard and searched the sleeve .. .it was 'like

picking through a broken car... It wasn't a human body
any longer.
What blows me away is that my father ~is a meat-cutter. I
.couldn't stand the sight of blood and I still can't... What's
incredible is that I was able to do that so quickly, without
hesitation and so calmly.
'
_ Mike Beamon
Scout, Mekong Delta
\

Bitterness is a commol) ·sentiment in the veterans'
reminiscences. Some are bitter over what they were forced
to do, or forced to witness as sokiiers. Others are bitter
· ov_er what they cannot speak of with pride ·in a country
which won't acknowledge acts of heroism in an unpopular
war.
"We did a- fine job there,'' says one soldier. "If it happened in WWII they would still be telling stories about it.
But it happened in Viet Nam, so nobody knows aboufit. .. it
doesn't'. count ."

We just blasted everything, bodies were flying around. I
just started for. the guy we wanted. It was my job to search
him completely. I picked up an arm that had been blown.

.~~::.~~·~~~

•
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Tapes
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QUAKER STA TE

New FREE catalog lists the best in hypnotic self•help tapes.
All tested, proven, sold with complete money-back guarantee•.
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Don't miss 4 x 4 Party
and drink specials at
Dallas , Sal., Sept . 26th.
Dallas will award S 1,00
to the vehicle that
travels the most distance.
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STOP SMOKING•WEIQHT LOSS•E.S.P. •&ETIER MEMORY
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MOrefunds
available··
for loans

1

UCF KNIGHTS
HAPPY HOUR

by Kim H~wley

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 18
9:30 PM - 1_2:30.AM.

Future staff

...

· UCF students now have access t
$10,000 in short-term loans, because
of a student government loan to the Ofr
fice· of Financial Aid.
·
Ac.c ording to finandal aid director
Don Baldwin, there has been a run on
the loans which he termed "first indicators of student distress."
· Already, $139,469 in loans has
been awarded to 500 students and
Baldwin said $30,000 more for loans is
needed.
. ·
The average loan is $300
and the
largest is $600. Students aren't charged -interest on the loans but do have to
pay a 1 % handljw fee.
· Baldwin explained the frenetic pace
at Financial Aid and the number of
loan applications as a result ~f backedup documentation, the financial shock :
c~ semesters as opposed to ·quarters,
a~d students who apply late for loans.
· "Students applying for the short
term loan are examined for real need,
such as car repairs o;r grocery bills,"
· s2id Baldwin. "The loans are a basic
. service fo:r:_ students who have emergencies." All applicants must be enrolled
for the fall semester.
While SG expects Financial Aid to
repay the $10,000 by December, the
Financial Aid Office expects students
to rep;;iy most of their loans by Nov.
14. Students should have received
grant or other money -by then.
There are penalties for students who
don't repay loans." Baldwin explained
"that students will be denied registration, their transcripts will be witl).held
and they will be charged late fees. He
added, "We. don't have a· critical problem with bad loans."

.

.

PITCHERS $-2~50 MUGS 50~

A REVEALING COMEDY ~OUT llEACHD.\TG THE TOP
BY WAY OF THE BOTTOM

Brubaker
Robert Redford, Jane Alexander,

Yaphet Kotto
Redford ts the die-hard warden
bent on reforming Wakefield
prison in "Brubaker."
Friday and Sunday at 8:30.
Don't forget Sunday's 2 p.m.
matinee.

Get It Off.Your Chest!
RYANO'NEAL
JACK WARDEN MARIANGELA MEL.ATO RICHARD KIEL
"SO FINE"
A LOBELL/BERGMAN PRODUCTION
MUSIC BY ENNIO MORRICONE PRODUCED BY MIKE LOBELL
WRITrEN AND DIRECTED BY ~REW BERGMAN

R
NAVY ON LIGHT BLUE
50/50 COITONN & POLYESTER
SPECIFY S-M-L-XL

Send $6.98 (Postage Paid) To: .

ECCO
Post Office Box 6933
Orlando, FL 32~53-6933

RESTRICTED

GI

UMOER 17 REQUIRES ACCa.PANYINC
PARE WT OR ADULT GUARDIAN

From Warner Bros.(i)A Warner Communica11ons Company
©198\ Wame• B•os All A•ghlS Aomvod

OPENS S.EPTEMBER 25th M A THEATRE NEAR YOU!

~!lge 12
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In an intervi~w with U.S. News &
World R;port, DanielR~b-inson, professor of psy<;:hology at Georgetown
University, offered this solution:
"There should be broad institutional
commitment o~ education, justice,

5

press and church to al.e rt citizens to the
fact that a person is judged on the basis

Class-·- - - - -·___

crimes, Korstad said.
"Southerners like .to take care of
their quarrels. They have an air of
of actions--and that psychological . independence in the South."
antecedents or politics or other excuses
"Other reasons are the large
are largely beside the point."
population of transients, and the

frompages

warm weather," he said.
· "A significant amount of crime is
caused by non-residents, out-ofstaters, and there are some people
who will blame the breakdown of
the family.' ..
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SPORTS
Defense not enough in opening loss
by Marty Fisher
Future staff

Defense was the word in the· opening
act in th~ third season of "Saturday
Knights Live."
Last Saturday night in the Tangerine
Bowl, the University of Central
Florida Fighting Knight football team
dropped its season opener to
Presbyterian, 3-0, before a crowd of
8,347.
The only score of the game came
with 6:46 left in the game. Junior John
Ransom booted a 3~-yard field goc~l
giving the Blue Hose the only points
they would. need. Ransom, a bare~ooted kicker, missed a 35-yard attempt with 1:30 left in the first half.
Two years ago, · the Knights were
demolishe~ by Presbyterian in ·clinton, S. C., 48-0.
_
Besides a notch in the loss column,
the game may have cost UCF mo.re
than it can afford. Freshman quarterback Mike Wood, starting in his first
'college football game, suffered a fractured jaw ~n a jarring tackle by a gang
of Presbyterian d~fenders. Wood had
dropped back to pass, looking for split
end Jim Taylor. 'The pass fell incomplete as Wood was pounded into
the ground. After being helped off the
field, Wood was examined by team
physician Dr. Ed Stoner, who recommended that Wood stay on 'the
sidelines until a more complete examination could be made. .
After x-rays were taken on Sunday, it
was determined that Wood had broken
·his jaw. He will be out a minumum of
six weeks with further diagnosis to be
made in the next few weeks. On Monday his jaw was .wired back together.
Before the injury, Wood completed 7
of 13 passes for 87 yards in the air.

Tennis
Tourney
Underway
This afternoon tennis head coach
Van Gladfelter is holding -the UCF Fall
Collegiate Tennis Tournament. The
tournament will conclude tomorrow
afternoon.
There are two divisions in the tourney. Division A is for those who wish
to participate in the event. Students,
faculty and staff are invited to participate.
Division B is for all eligible st_udents
on the men's tennis squad this season.
There will be 16 players trying out
for lO positions on the team. Selections for the squad will be determined
by the tournament results.

'

"The tournament gives us the opportunity to give fair try9uts for the first
time," said Eddie Krass, former
Knight player and assistant coach.
'

...'. ·.

.. · ·.==
· .~

..

If you .are interested, there is a $I 0
. fee to the UCF tennis squad which will
enable the squ.a d ·to purchase new
uniforms.

Senior _Bob Burkhart got a little anxious and had a pass picked off by
linebacker Charles Huff; stalling the
last serious Knight threat. Burkhart
completed 2 of 7 passes for 19 yards.
Late in the first quarter, UCF Coach ·
Don Jonas decided to pass up an easy
three points and go for a first down on
fourth-and-one from rhe 11-yard line.
Unfortunately, the gamble didn't pay
· off as linebacker Steve Stalvey, who
thrashed the Knight offense all evening, sacked Wood for loss.
"There's no use in second guessing
ourselves now," Jonas said after the
game. 'It was early in the game and it
was what we wanted to do atthe time.
It just goes to show how much confidence we have in Mike (Wood) and
our offense."
In The game, Jonas ana Associate
Coach Sammy -Weir unveiled their
new offensive set, the Delaware
Winged-T. At times' during the night,
the new offense was getting the job
done as UCF moved the ball up to midfield. But once at mid-field, five of the
seven drives the Knights mounted stalled. Wood, who got the starting job
because of his quickness- and running
ab i 1it y, kept the Presby t er i an
linebackers scrambling to foqow his
lead.
Freshman running back Greg Atterbury carried -the ball most co~sistently
with an impressive 51 yards on 7 carries. Fullback Nathan Butler carried
seven times for 20 yards, and John Muldoon picked up 15 yards on five carries. The Winged-T offense picked up
a total of 21 7 yards, I 56 of which were
gained on the ground.
"We got a chance to see how our
kids would react in a game situation,"
Weir said. "They ran the new offense
real well. A couple of steps here and a
couple of steps there and it would have

a

Brian LaPeter/Future

Freshman quarte~back Mike Wood was sidelinedwith a broken jaw. Bob Burkhart
will be the starter tomorrow night
.
We found s~me
been our game.
weaknesses we'll be working on this
week."
Defensively; both teams were very
tough. Stalvey, along with former
Orlando Oak Ridge star David Neisler
. and defensive ~nd Scott Hosch, applied
the pressure to the UCF offensive line,
forcing Wood and Burkhart to scramble out of the pocket before having
time to throw.

For th~ Knights, it was the hardnosed play of defensive end Jim Bray
along with linebackers Scott Redditt that stopped Presbyterian. Bray was
voted the UCF most valuab]e pla·yer
for his effort.
The Knights return to the Tangerine
Bowl tomorrow night to face Elizabeth
City State from North Carolina.
Kickoff i"s scheduled for 7 p.m.

Women to host Miami

Men's s·occer faces FIU
everything very ·. intelligently.
Something UCF hasn't forgotten.
"We went down there and their fans Technically, we have to do everything
· were heckling us," said assistant coach right, capitalize on corner kicks and,
Knight and former captain Ray San- when w·e get to the final third of the
Tomorrow, at the UCF soccer comdidge. "We j'l,!st ·came off a road trip field, _they have to count."
plex, 2 p.m., there will be a clash qf .
· from South Carolina and had a few inpowerhouses.
juries. This time we' re healthy so it
Since both teams are in the same
Jim Rudy's Knights, currently rankcoulsl be a different story .."
region, the winner of this contest
ed number three in the South, host
Rudy knows of 'the revenge factor should bave an easier charice to reach
Florida International, the top team in
too. "These guys want fo make up for . regional competition. In 1980, Florida
the region. The Sunblazers ended .the
that; they don't want to.let that happen International was picked over UCF.
1980 season as the number two team in
again,'~ said Rudy.
The Knights have never been invited to
the country
"We're going to have to play regional play.
Before the men's showdown, the
women's team opens the afternoon
with its second match of the season
with the University 9f Miami. The
.women blanked the Flame's soccer
club of Tampa 4-0 to start their season . .
Two tournaments highlight the activities of the Office Recreational Services
The men's squad enter the match
'
in the coming weeks.
after shutting down Florida Atlantic
The
Annual
Intramural
Golf
Tournament
~ill
be
held
at
Cape
Orlando
on
3-0 in their opening contest. Florida
Saturday,
Sept.
26,
beginning
at
1
:00
p.m.
The
tournament
is
open
to
men
and
International has split its four matches.
women students, (except varsity golfers), staff ana faculty"with individual ~nd
Even thought UCF has had only one
team competition. Awards will be given for team low gro~s score and .best
·match, Rudy feels his squad is ready.
champions,
men's and women's individual medalist, long drive and closest to the
"They've played harder teams than
·
·
pin.
us, but with our exhibitions, we've
Sign-up for this tournament is no later than Sept. 24. Tee~off ti~es will be anplayed the same amount of matches,"
nounced Sept. 25.
·
said Rudy. "I know they won't be in
The i~tramural · singles and doubles tennis tournament ·will be held the
· any better shape than us."
weekend of October 2-4. You can stop by the office for deta.ils.:· "·
.
In all the games they've played with
FIU, the Knights own a less than imThe Office of Recreational s-;.vices is located behind the pool ~·nd information
pressive 1-5 win/loss record. Last
can be obtained by calling 275-2408 .
se.ason the Knights dropped an 8- l
decision to the Sunblazers in Miami.
by Vince Cotroneo

Sports editor

tor the non-athlete
..
of

P~ge

14
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·Ohio State.fi,rst w.in for volleyball
'b)' Vince Cotroneo
iports~
.

they crumbled. The second game went Knights pulled out the 15-13 win for
to OSU 14-16. According to Pennick, the match. UCF's record stands at 1-4.
In the Ohio State match, the women
she was to blame.
"We had no time-outs left and that played without the services of cowas my fault," said Pennick. I got the captain Ana Martin-Hildalgo, who
lineup in to the officia~s late and one of had minor surgery the day of the
our substitutes was not ready when the match. She is expected to return later
next week.
officials· were."
·
Thur:sday, UCF traveled to
The final game of the match went 26
minutes, longer than any game that Tuscaloosa, Ala. for the Afaoama inevenfng. Pennick saw that her team vitational. In l 980, the Lady Knights
was beginning_ to tire but the Lady split four matches for a 2-2 tourna-

Carmen Pennick' s Lady Knights
volleyball squad got into the win column Wednesday night for the first
time in 1981 by downing perennial
Division I powerhouse Ohio State in ·a
five match thriller, 15~12. 14-16, 15-8,
6-15, and 15-13 in the finale. It was
the first meeting between the two
schools. ·
The ladies opened the season Monday with tough losses to FSU and
Miami in the UCF gym. In that game,
Pennick . said the team hadn't played
together much on the court and it
showed, but the Ohio State match'was .
by Jose ~a)ardo
a different story.
..
"Our continuity was real good," Futureetaff
said Penni~k right after the match. "I
think the girls learned . their lesson
Baseball tryouts concluded last week, leaving fifth-year
·
Monday night."
coach Bill Moon very much satisfied and looking forward
In the season opener, UCF toward the start of the regular season.
squandered two 8-1 leads .over Florida
Fifty-seven eager, talented men showed up for the first
State only to lose 15-17, and 13-15.
session held ~n Sept. 8. That number was dropped to 39,
·The nightcap against Miami was a and when the final cut was made, 35 men became UCF
disaster, dropping two more 7-15 and Baseball Knights.
.
8-15.
Taking the mound for the Knights this season will be letThis is the first year for the ties' Dan Casey, John Flynn, Rusty Hodges, Hector Stewart
ladyKnights on the Division I level and and David van Cura.
getting the first win was a big lift,
Pitching from the right side will be Tom Foy, Karl
especiaily against the Buckeyes.
Hodges, Bill Jones, William Julio, Luis Mendez, Mark
"B~~ti~g Ohio.State is~ good credit Miller, Warren Pickett and John Raleigh.
to us, .~aid Pennick, now m her second . "Pitching and defense will be the key to our success this
year. They are known as a powe~ul . season," said Moon, and defense will be greatly helped by
team around the country. These gITls the "more solid infield" selected this season.
are highly intense volleyball
players
Th.e Kni.'ght 1'nf'ield w1·11 cons1'st of M ark D.eg lom1ne,
·
Joe
,,
d er pressure.
an.df fo Id un
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ment mark. Today; UCF begins the
competition against Louisiana State.
"It's going to be 50-50 up there,"
said Pennick. "It's a matter of which
team is more intense at the time of the
match."
UCF returns home Monday for a
single match against Cleveland State.
Matchtime will be 7:30 in the UCF
gym.

Baseball tryouts please Moon

Last year One Senator...
-introduced seven pieces of legislation,
.A ll passed.
-served on- two standing committees.
-had perfect attendance at Senate
Meetings.
-was elected ccOutstanding Senator of
. the Year" by his peers. .
-was ·selected to the President's Leadership Council partly because of his work
in Stud~nt Government.
-and won the UCF Alumni Association
·un.dercJ~ssman scholarship partly
because of his work in s·tudent Govern·
ment.

-

Meaning ~ew grass, dirt, mud, and so on. The infield was
dug up and then subbased with "muck". Muck is treated
sewage mixed with dirt. After the subbase was placed, the
infield was p~anted with Bermuda grass.
In the meantime, the outfield was subb'ased with clay to
make the field harder. The ones who will be diving for
balls in the outfield will.be Doug DeMichele, Tim Foskett,
Ken Howe, Sam Nattile, Mo Smith, and Kenny Wright,
who according to coa.c h Moon, has "the strongest arm in
all college baseball."
Catching is also a strong point in .the field, and taking
the squad for the Knights will be Mike Childers, Wayne
Gardner, Jim Hawkins, 0.T. Holden, and J:'hilip
Truedinger.
The Knights have the pitching and the defense. How
about offense! One name that will terroriz~ the opposition, Sain Nattile. Sam played at Cape Cod this summer
and set a Cape Cod record with his .443 batting av·erage
and blasted a. total of eight home ru~s, ,
Sam Nattile w~n't be the only tough cookie in the batting order, emphasized the coa-ch. As Sam puts it, "We
don't have the power hitters, but the .guys who are single
and double hitters."

Orlando, Florida .
Among the scores of clubs and
organizations on campus is one that
is markedly unique. The members
of this club spend time helping the
underprivileged, they play softball
with fatherless boys, raise money
for selected charities, provide
manpower for community projects
and assist on-campus organizations
with projects of their own. They
don't wear jerseys and they're not
selected because of their GPA. Who
are they?
·
·
We are the UCF Jaycees, a campus and community improvement
orientated civic organizati0n.
What's our reward for the work
we do? Not much. Maybe a batch of
warm cookies · from the ladies
auxiliary or a scribbled thar:ik-you
note tram a boy who had one less
empty day.
We're relatively new on campus
and we prefer to stay out of the
limelight, but we do enjoy helping
people.
We are a certified chapter of the
National Jaycees organization, who
have been embodied in America's
leadership since 1936.
Don't get the wrong impression -.

we're not totally ignorant of the
profit motive because after all, we
are a business. We're in the business
of making leaders and our profits
are our people.
As a Jaycee you _create proje.cts,
plan them, implement them and
critique them. Some will succeed
and some will fail, but you'll learn
from them all.
·
As a Jaycee you'll learn how to
motivate people, how to cajole
them, how to help them, and how
different they can be. In short, you'll
learn more about people .(a pretty
important thing to learn for any
career) than any college course or
club can offer. However that is only
secondary, beC'ause more irr.iportantly, being a Jaycee. will teach you
about yourself. (Also a pretty important thing to learn)
We'd like you to become a Jaycee.
You probably won't hear much
about us too often. We don' t need
publicity or applause - just you,
your abilities, and your ideas. .
Student
Come
to
the
Organizations
Lounge
next
Tuesday night at 8:00 or if we can
help you in any way, call 277-895 I
and ask for Matt.

Keep

.A Good Thing
· Going
Re-elect

Matt Weber
At-Large S,E!at #5

THE JAYCEES...
THE

LEA~ERS

OF TOMORROW

HELPING THE PEOPLE OF TODAY
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Crew·team set forninth seaso·n
.

by Elizabeth Perkins
Future Staff

Although the sport is not officially
recognized as a collegiate sport at
UCF, the crew team is now in preparation for the ninth season of collegiate
competition.
In the past nine y~ars the rowing
team has set many .precedents for _UCF
sports. It was the first sport of any kind
to compete in a national championship
and the first to defend a national title.
Since then the team has tallied four national championship titles in the men's
division and three in the women's. Last

year the men's lightweight _four team
took first place in the national championships.
On Oct. 18, the home squad will
travel to Boston, Mass. to defend its
title in the prestigious", Head of the
Charles Regatta. The team will compete against crews from all over the
country, Canada and Europe.
The crew· squad is used to tough
competition. In past years, the team
has raced against Harvard and Yale,
who it fost to, and has defeated Dartmouth College.
Crew Coach Dennis Kamrad said he
feels that racing tough teams is good

.

for his squads. "It helps us to work
harder and gives the chance to see
good technique," he said.
Because the crew team is not supported by .the athletic department,
funds are hard to come by, especially
those for the purchasing ·of new equipment.
Currently, Student Government is
a1locating funds . to the team. · Still,
there is a seriou·s shortage of boats.
"We only have two boats that can be
used for racing · competition," said
Kamrad. "It has been five years since
any equipment has been bought."
The crew season will start Oct. 3 in a

regatta against several-Florida schools.
FIT, Rollins, FSU and Tampa will be
competing.
Kamrad said this year's weaknesses
are in basic physical size, poor equipment a·nd lack of experience. He is losing 10 rowers from last season's team,
but is optimistic that he can fill the
gaps. "Twenty-five people showed up
at the first meeting," Kamrad · said.
"We can train them, -teach them -how .
to row and get them into shape."
Kamrad urges anyone who is interested in the crew team, regardless of
previous experience, to stop by his office, ADMIN 374.

NEED AUTO INSURANCE?
YOU

need to call ...
898-2454

CoMJ.

'80 cf Aluminum cylinder, MR 12 II regulator, Bluefln Compensator ~/backpack, Combo Depth and Pressure p~e,
Cylinder Boot and Farmer John Nykin 2 Reversible Wetsuit.
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A~eem · Hairstyling

7438 University Blvd.
University Square

The Scientific Approach to a Total Look
-.for ·J\'fen a~d Women ... Includes Hair analysis

PUBLIC FORUM
I

'

•

-OPEN
9-5 Tues. -Sat.
Thurs. eve.
by appt. only

WEARE HERE

CUAAY FORD ~OAD _.
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7213 Curry Ford Rd.
Orlando .

27-3 -1313
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Honda Express:

MONDAY
SEPTEMBER 21
11 a.m. · 2 p.m~
S.C. GREEN

No pedals and an automatic dutch make this
Honda Express easy to
ride . Great mileage and ·
a low price make it easy
to afford . Small enough
to store or park almost
anywhere. Best of all, .
it's just plain fun lo ·
ride .

1111

'

Sponsored By
The UCF Debate Team
..

MEET THE CANDIDATES
FOR.F~LL SENATE ELECTION

For campus
or commuting

$398

Honda of Orlando
1802 Edgewater Drive
Orlando, Fl. 32804 ·
841-8641
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ding more of them than other students
whose GPA's fall below 2.0. He Jeels
the same demand should be made of
students involved in other extracurricular activities.
"If the university admits the individual, he should be able to participate in anything," he said.
"Otherwise, they should flat not admit
them if they fall below a certain standard~"

Kennedy said. the policy is not
discriminatory, pointing out that UCF
women's sports requires a 2.0 standard
·for eiigibility, as well as university
fratemiH~s, sororities, student govern-

ment and the band.
He said athletics needs closer
scrutiny since it can become "big
business" for a college, and . that
uni~ersities which allow less than a 2.0
standard are "exploiting" their
students. Goldsby said his department
has not received official notice of the
new proposal. He said the department
will have to receive such information
no later than Decem}?er so that next
year's recruits can be advised of the
new standard.
Kennedy said the policy will be ann~unced in a new in-house magazine
called '.'Time Out," intended to inform
students arid administrators of athletic
policies.

I~'

1981

use the scope. "Then,·we might break
.
. even," he said.
So far, Dr. Robert Laird is the only
biological sciences faculty member
who has had extensive training with an
electron microscope, according to
Snelson. Laird is on sabbatical, doing
resear.ch with the electron microscope
at the University of South Florida. ·
"The one p~rson who had a need for
the scope is not in active residency,"
.
said Snelson.
If Laird returns·· to UCF next fall,
Snelson said, "We will try to find funds
inside the unversity to activate the
machine, get research grant~. or

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~ m~~ we~n~e~~~fuea~il~ry

"LOW PRICES"
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faculty and amount · of funding we
have."
Dr. Bill Smith, instructor of material
engineering (lt UCF says the "lack of
I convenient lab spa'Ce and funding" has
curbed the use of the electron
microscope located in the Engineering
I Building, Room 138. T~e microscope~
; is presently . being used for class
demonstrations, he said.
1
Smith said the instrument was pur-

I

RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

....

10662 E. Coluial Dt. Union Patk
...................................~--~~~---275-9127

year."
In the past, Smith said that he had
conducted some basic research on
allergical alloys with the use of the
scope, and the funding came from outside sources.
Smith maintained that if research
money can be obtained from outside
sources, it might be possible to reactiw~fuecl~ttoomicro~~~

Shortage

For Most Pauenger Cari

.
.
.
Ill C .~ I

chased for about $48,000. Today, that
cost has comparativ~ly doubled, he
said.
Smith was not. sure of the
·maintenance cost of the engineering
college's microscope, but estimated
that "it might run about $3,000 per

plan." However, if Laird does not
,But for now, the microscopes sit and
1
. return, Snelson said the fate of the elec: wait.
tron microscope would be determined.
but said "I have no idea of what would
from page. ~
i happen. We would have to investigate
. .
i it at that time -- like the· number of The university recendy acguired

ReeoMiffoaed Radiators in Stoek
"FREE'' yn•llSPODTATION
IVU1
"""'
IN UCF AREA

from page 1

Microscope

$4100,000 in planning .money for a
new engineering building. T~e project, when completed, will cost $10
million, according to Juge.
"Theoretically, the present engineering building could be used to house
classrooms, offices and study areas
w.hile the new building will house
engineering labs. That would be a
tremendous help in solving our space
·problems," Juge, stated .
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UCF professor digs a different way

Psychics, anthropologists share business
by Pam Kirkland

world of the object's maker and user. Jones decided
to conduct experiments to see if this could be done.
Jones had a colleague choose 10 artifacts (any
man-made material) unknown to both Bowes and
Jones from a museum in Gainesville. The artifacts
were then presented individually to Bowes to name.
draw, or describe.
·
The artifacts, some thousands of years old, were
completely masked so they could not'be seen or their.
shapes revealed. Bowes was not allowed to move or
pick up the objects, only to put his hands around
them~ o~ to touch them lightly.
Bowes was correct in over half of his attempts at
naming exactly what the object \:Vas or what it was
very similar to·.
A control group of students was also used in the exact same situation as Bowes' experiment, but none of
the students came close to perceivfog what the objects were, Jones said. All Jones told Bowes and the

Futureabff

UCF anthropology professor David Jones didn't
know what he was going to dig up when he began his
research six years ago.
At that time he began investigating if and how
psychics, people specially sensitive' to psychic influences or forces, ·could be used in anthropology and·
archaeology .studies.
"When I started doing this, I thought I was just going to do a paper and go on to other things," Jones
said. "What I was trying to do was to see if people
called 'psychics' coµld perform under rigorous
pressures, and relate it to archaeology."
Jones explained that there are limits to what archa~ologists and anthropologists can do using scientific methods. "Psychics can sometimes. walk to a
site and tell you what's in the ground," he said.
Jones' interest in "psychic" anthropology began
after his study of the Comanche Indians of
Southwestern Oklahoma and Comanche
Shamanism, and their supernaturalistic beliefs.
Jones was introduced to a small town · in Florida
know as Cassadega, a church camp community and
retirement center of the Spiritualist Church. The
community js also know.n for t_he many psychics or
"mediums" who live there.
These spiritualists accepted the basi~ premises of
the Shamans - that a person can travel in space and
time and can perceive the future .
Since Jones .had already studied the Shamans, he
decided to conduct research ort psychic anthropology with the help of the psychics of
To establish a rapport with the
Cassadega.
spiritualists, Jones said he participated in several
"readings" by the mediums . All were correct in explaining to him certain details of his life. One
psychic in p~rticular, Albert Bowes, helped Jones
during a major portion of his experiments.
Brian uPeter/Future
According to Jones, Bowes claimed to have the
Dr.
David
Jones
examines
one
of
his
artifacts.
ability to handle an object and to enter into the

students was that each object could be anything from
any place in time.
One of the 10 objects was a set of small antique
tortoiseshell doll combs made in Boston in the 18 70s.
At first Bowes described them as resembling fish
ribs. Then he said the objects were combs.
Jones next experiment involved unmasking each
object and allo'"'.ing Bowes to cor"ivey specific details
about each artifact by holding and observing it.
Bowes said the combs originated in Boston in 1871
and belonged to an antique doll. A control group
was again used but could not come up with any in~ormation on any of the objects, Jones said. He added that even professional anthropologists could not
tell where and when these artifacts were used.
Jones · said he considered the experiment •results
significant because the control group could not
discern the objects or their histories while Bowes
could.
· Those experiments, as well as others involving
photographs, land sites and other psy c~ics can be
found in Jones' 1979 book, "Visions of Time." T0
Jones' surprise, his use of psychics in anthropology,
·which was primarily exploratory in nature, was
positively received by his colleagues and the general
public, he said.
Jones said other scientists and anthropologists have
begun to do experiments similar to his own.
"Archaeologists and anthropologists are generally
funded by state or university grants but can't
acknowledge that they used the money to fund a
psychic," Jones ~xplained. "Usually it's a hidden
thing, although psychics are being used more and
more today."
.
.
Jones said no one knows how .these people .
(psychics) have the ability to perceiv~ what seems
unperceivable. One psychic explained the abilit.:y as
a physical feeling which ·almost allows her -to be in
the particular place from where the object
originated. ·
After repeating the experiments, Jones found the
psychics
to be accurate
iri almost all cases.
.
.
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OP-I NION
,Reaching for higher standards

A.thletes should score 2.0 G.P.A.
Last year UCF student~ became
painfully aware that the academic progress of a~hletes needs to be closely
monitored.
In the winter quai:ter of last year it
was· discovered that an assistant
basketball coach had changed· the
· grades of a student from two "Ds" to
withdrawals without the professor's
knowledge.
The coach arranged for the student's
withdrawal after the withdrawal
deadline. A university administra.t or
approved it and it w.as p~ocessed. The .
only persons not involved in the process were the professor who had
already given his student grades in the
course, and the student himself.
·T he student:atlilet~ · assumed his
·coach ·was taking care of his
withdrawal, didn't attend .classes, and
performed poorly.
. ..
- No coach should exercise that much
influence in a student's .academic pro-

..gram. No student-athlete should trust
that much influence in academic questions to members of the athJetic depart- .
ment.
The University Athletic Committee
should be praised. for taking steps to
assure that the student-athlete take
responsibility for his academic progress, and that coaches take less.
This semester athletes are being told
they must ~xert enough interest and
time in their courses to keep their
overall G.P.A. above 2.0, otherwise
they'll no longer be eligible to play.
Coaches are being asked not to pick
up trial and advisement schedules and
distribute them· to their athletes, a
common practice in the past. Instead, ·
students-athletes are expected to attend
· early registration sessions in which.
they confer. with an academic adviser
holding their. trial and advisement
schedules.
The ':lniversity has begun an in-house

newsletter called "Time · Out" which
will keep students and coaches informed of athletic standards and rules on
ethics.
Under consideration is a proposal to
distribute questionnaires to professors
in the middle of the semester, asking
about the progress of student-athletes in
their classes.
The majqrity of UCF athletes will
have no trouble meeting the more stringent requirement to maintain player
eligibility. The majority will hav~ no
problem in accepting greater responsibility for their academic performance without depending on the paternal care of coaching staff.
Rigid enforcement of the new policy
should make it clear the university is
willing to pull its athletes off the playing field, and into the classroom when
necessary.
MciI'.Y Wilson
Editor-in-Chief

Editor:
_
or caught up in their petty, personal differences_. That may
The periodic crisis that occurs in the stude~t financial be. I'd just like to say that sometimes they carry out the
aid office is a serious problem affecting thousands of job they were elected to perform.
I was informed at financial aid that the short-term loan
students at UCF. Students must wait in long lines to apply
for or obtain short-term loans, when available, to meet account ran out qf money, therefore I proposed by senate
their expenses. Financial aid has a kna·ck of taking forever bill 13-67 that student government lend $10,000 at no into arrive, unlike bills which seem to arrive immediately. terest for 90 days from the Unallocated Account to provide
This time difference is measured in "business days."
for short-term loans. With the backing of Pres. George
When financial aid is late, everyone bla·mes some nebulous Chandler and principal sponsors, senators Nancy Stirling,
character.named "Reagan'. ' and the buck is passed (but not · John Pomber and Jewell Johnson, the bill pas.sed J7 fo 0.
to the student who could use the money).
Next week, when someone asks you to vote in the senate
However when bills become past due, "late fees" are ad- elections, and you think, "Why should I vote, student
ded ·or your power gets cut off, etc. Even th'.: banks join in government never does anything constructive," -remember
by charging NSF charges if you overdraw your account.
it's .your money. Ten thousand dollars worth of short-term
This is not exactly fair!
.
loans is mighty constructive. You have the final say
through your representatives. Do something .constructive.
.. Fortunately there is light at the end of this tunnel.
.
Student Government members are often portrayed as self- Vo~.
centered, hicker-ing · a~ong~ ~hemselves, endles~ly
debating the gospel choir bill with countless amendments
Sen. Rob Rotter

Senat.or praises
bill to finance
student loans

Freshman can't find
spot in ·sports clubs
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~-Pu_b_li_c_ati-·o_ns_or_u_n_iv_er_si_·ty...-a-dm_i_·n_is_tr:_ati-·o_n_.

This is my third week in UCF. I have. always been
looking forward to reading the Future. I find it very useful
and informative.
I noticed that this week under the column "'Events," ·
UCF Surfing Club was looking out for clubs which waht
new members for the past three weeks. I have been
disappointed so far.
I am sure I ·am not the only freshman who is very interested in joining our favorite sports clubs. · I may not
have glamorous records for sports but that does not mean I
am not a potential player. We, new UCF students, a~e
ve:ry eager to join our favorite sports clubs, be trained and
represent our university. They never give us a chance to
prove ourselves. I was sent from one side ·of the campus to
another (north to south, east to west) when I was inquiring
about tennis club and badminton club. After marching
through the whole campus for two hours (sometimes getting myself lost), I was convinced such clubs do not exist.
Please help. I am still hot discouraged. That may be just
the first test-to test my patience and perseverence.
Name withheld by Request

1

Editor's note:
Sports clubs with special interests such as
water skiing often advertise on campus bulletin
boards. Keep your eyes open. These same
.f,
organizations OJ ten register with the Student
Center.
Call the student organizations office at 2 752 766, and ask to see a listing of student clubs.
Perhaps you'll find something intriguing.
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2) Lambda Chi Alpha-Vice President
3) Sophomore
4) Finance

SEAT6

EDUCATION

Bob Cahall
No information available
Paul Simkins
No information available

SEAT I
Bryan McCullar (•)-UNOPPOSED
I) 13th student senate No other 1ruonnation available

SEAT 7

SEAT2

Robert Bwi<ett
No information available
Charlene "Char" Moss
l) none
2) Zeta Tau Alpha-Treasurer
3) Freshman
4) Finance
Tom Oros
I) none
2) Sigma Chi; Knight of Columbus; Explorers-former Vice
President
3) Sophomore
4) Business Administration

SEAT 8
Marie Geary(")
I) 13th student senate (partial terrm)
2) Tau Kappa Epsilon; former Vice President 'D' Dorm
3) Junior
'
4) Business Administration
Wayne Malagon
l) none
2) Lambda Chi Alpha-Ass't Treasurer
3) Senior
4) Accounting

SEAT 9
Sheri Harriman
I) none
2) Delta Delta Delta-pledge
3) Freshman
4) Accounting
Thomas Messina
I) none

Vanessa Godfrey(•)
I) 13th Student Senate
2) Association of International Students-President; Black Sl1;1·
dent Union; former Dorm council
3) Junior
4) Business Education
Michael Koob
I) none
2) Sigma Chi-pledge; Boy Scouts
3) Freshman
4) Allied Legal Services

SEAT6

SEAT 5

Stephen Croak
I) none
· 2) P.E. Majors Assoc.-Board Mbr.; Lambda Chi Alpha;
3) Junior
4) Physical Education
Don Waclcer
I) none
· 2) Sigma Chi-pledge
3) Freshman
4) Social Science Education

John Pomber (•) UNOPPQSE])

Kim Sue Veroski (')UNOPPOSED
I) 13th student senate (partial term)

SEAT4
Susan Alison Golda UNOPPOSED
l) none
· 2) Delta Delta Delta-Ass't Rush Chairman; Student Center Program and Activities Comm.; Assoc. for Childhood Educational
Institutions
3) Senior
4) Elementary Education

SEAT 5
Jewell Johruon (•)UNOPPOSED
I) 13th student' senate
2) Phi Theta Kappa !C:ommunity College Honor Society)
3) Graduate student-BA Humanities
4 English Education

~

'

Vince Davila UNOPPOSED
I) none
.
2) Marching Band; Kappa Kappa Psi-secretary; Lambda Chi
Alpha-pledge
3) Junior
4) Electrical Engineering

SEAT4

Corner-17·92 & Horatio""
Maitland
·
·

2 convenient
locations
to serve yo·u

678-5528

SEAT 2
Dave Henderson(•) UNOPPOSED
1) 13th student senate (partial term)
2) College Republicans; FutureBusinesli Staff
3) Sophomore
4) General S_tudies

WE HELP YOU SAVE MONEY
IMMEDIATE BINDER

PHONE QUOTES

OPEN SATURDAY

~

:i

LIBERAL STUDIES
SEAT l

Auto Insurance Specialists

~

~L, ~
Ave.~~:if 3 RoYal Pliiza

No information available
Vicki Cata
I) none
2) Delta Delta Delta- Rush Chairman; Circle K
3) Junior
4) Radiologic Science
Sandra Roosevelt
No information available

Neuman_Insurance A·gency

)It

-

No information available
Michelle Young
1) none
2) Black Student Union; UCF Gospel Choir- Executive Advisor
3) Freshman
4) Nuning

Glen Bryant UNOPPOSED
l) none
2) College Republicans-Vice President
3) Freshman
4) General Studies

Jerry Maclc
l) none
2) American Institute of Engineers
3) Senior
4) Engineering Math and Compute; Systems
Tom Thompson
I) none
2) Sigma Chi-pledge
3) Freshman
4) Engineering Math and Gomputer Systems

s·.c.HOOL SUPPLIES "'JI:
. FOR. STUDENTS & "lfl)It
PROfESSORS 0

2333 Aloma
Aloma Center ·
Winter Park

3) Junior
4) Radiology

Jackie Bentoo

~~

STATIONERS& . GIFTS

l)none

2) Delta Delta Delta

SEAT2

.OFFICE SUPPllESip;:Baggett's ~Ff CE SUPPLIES
u

SEAT l

4) Civil Engineering

SEAT 3

·

Elizabeth Millhouse

2) Secretary-'B'"Donn; Newman Club; College Republicans
3) Sophomore

Kim Ballard(•) UNOPPOSED
I) 13th student senate; no other i11formation available

. Brian Parker UNOPPOSED
I) none
2) Tau Kappa Epsilon; 0-team; Wrestling Team
3) Junior
41 Visual Arts EducAlinn

tt.t:;ALTH

Steve Ralston

ENGINEERING
SEAT 1

SEAT2

SEAT3

)JJ.3th student senate; ~;;;;ther information available

.339-96831
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$435.00
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Express®SR
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Orange Memorial Hospital
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Student ·
GoVernment

.Senate Action

News

Tuesday, September 8

Senate Elections
September 22 & 23

'

.

Bill 13-65-Allocatlng $595.00 for camera
equipment for .S.G. (Passe~)
Bill 13-66~Definlng Senate ·.
Election Statutes (Passed) · -

Senate Meetings
.are Tuesday.at 3 p.m.
in·Student Center·Aliditourilim
Everyone is Welcome! · ·
,
Student Government Offices
are located in Student Center
or call 275-2191

I

I'

Pool Picnic Pavillions
.Construction Will Be Completed
By Spring Semester

:..

· Centralized Serviees

Exercise Trail
Renovations Have Been Completed
Check It Out!

Student Center 203
Theatres:

...--- .. .... - .. _..._ - -

r-

--General Cinema 32.50
Seminole
Altamonte
Parkwood
Fashion Square

·eus Service·
East Orange Express
. Schedules and Maps ·
available in S.G. offices

----Interstate 6 32.50
-----Wometco 32.50
Park East & West
--Eastern Federal 32.50 .
Northgate 4 .
Conway Twin
Orange Blo.ssom 2

Dinner Theatres:

Dental Clinic ·
Student Center 219
Open 8 a.m. - ~ p.m.
Mond~y through Thursday ·
and s ·a.m. - 5 p.m. on Friday
Call 275-2413

Once Upon A Stage 312.00
Musicana .3 10.00
Theatre On Park 36.00

Attraetions:
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We Welcome
Our Newly Appointed
States Advocate
Jeffrey Fleming
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Daisey's Basement
(1 Free Ddnk)
Circus World-Adult
Children
Busch Gardens
Fun In The Sun
:East-WestExpressway
:. . · · (10 Tickets)

32.50
37 .50
35.50
37.50
35.00
32.00
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